Coomera to Helensvale Duplication
Night and weekend works – noise notice
September/October 2017
Continuous works will be undertaken along the rail corridor between Coomera and Helensvale stations
during a scheduled Gold Coast track closure from 6pm Friday 29 September until 7am Tuesday 3
October.
In preparation for the commissioning of the new rail line, a range of works will be undertaken, including
cutting the track, laying ballast, track resurfacing, overhead electrification, signalling works and works
to tie-in the existing and new rail lines at Coomera and Helensvale stations.
The work involves the use of heavy machinery including trucks, cranes and scissor lifts. In addition,
track resurfacing works will be undertaken mainly around Coomera and Helensvale stations using
loud, slow-moving machines to ensure the track is aligned correctly with a solid foundation. For safety
reasons the machines will frequently sound safety horns as they move along the track.
Scheduled night and weekend works
Location

Dates and hours of work

Type of work

Rail corridor between
Coomera and
Helensvale stations

6pm Friday 29
September to 7am
Tuesday 3 October





(continuous works)







Access to the rail corridor by project workers,
vehicles and machinery
Rail traffic in the corridor
Use of track resurfacing machines and loud,
slow-moving heavy machinery, including ontrack vehicles, loaders and trucks with safety
horns, reversing beepers and flashing lights
Installing overhead electrification lines for the
new track
Installing power supply for signalling systems
Use of mobile lighting towers
Removal of temporary fencing
Cutting of track, laying of ballast and track
resurfacing work at Coomera and Helensvale
stations.

Residents located near the rail corridor in these areas should expect increased noise and dust associated
with this activity, as well as increased construction vehicle movements. Residents nearest the corridor
may also be impacted by the use of lighting at night.
Queensland Rail apologises for any inconvenience caused and appreciates the local community’s
cooperation during these important works.

For more information about this project please phone 1800 664 484 (during construction hours), email
C2H@qr.com.au or visit queenslandrail.com.au/C2H

